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1 Introduction

Sharing of objects is often necessary to increase the speed and reduce the resource
demands of programs. A system that allocates too many objects is prone to be
slow. This phenomenon forces modules to share objects whenever possible.

Fortunately, many objects can safely be shared. This holds, for example, for
simple immutable objects like strings and classes that encapsulate primitive data
like integers or floating-point values. More complex examples include objects that
represent key strokes, and borders of graphical user interface elements.

The resource demands of a program can be reduced by means of a mecha-
nism that handles requests of client code for new objects by returning existing,
shared objects whenever possible. Moreover, clients should be discouraged (or
downright precluded) from allocating such objects directly. The flyweight pat-
tern [6] supports object sharing by means of factories that maintain pools of
shared objects. It is interesting to see that many variants of this pattern appear
in version 1.4 and later versions of the Java API.

In this paper, we formally analyze this type of object sharing by studying
the invariants that describe such object pools. A common feature of these in-
variants is that they are falsifiable by the allocation of new objects. This is a
disturbing observation because object allocation is possible in every context in
which a constructor method of the class is visible. Therefore almost every code
fragment may potentially falsify the invariant. We show how such invariants can
nevertheless be maintained by means of creation guards. A creation guard for a
particular class is a formula that should hold in each state in which a new object
of that class is allocated.



Invariants are commonly used to describe properties of the encapsulated
representation of a single object following an influential paper by Hoare [8].
Barnett and Naumann recently proposed a friendship system with update guards
for maintaining invariants over shared state [2]. In this paper, we show how to
extend their system with creation guards in order to control object allocation.
A preliminary version [14] of this paper has been presented at a workshop.

This paper is organized as follows. Sect. 2 presents an example involving
a border factory that enables clients to share border objects. In the following
section we give the syntax of the (static) invariants that we consider in this
paper, along with some new results concerning the relationship between object
creation and invariants. Sect. 4 summarizes the invariant framework on which we
build. In Sect. 5 we introduce creation guards, and the corresponding invariant
methodology. Sect. 6 generalizes the methodology in order to handle subclassing.
We provide a sketch of the soundness proof of our methodology in Sect. 7. The
last two sections are devoted to related work and conclusions.

2 An Example: Sharing Borders

In this section, we describe an example factory class that enables clients to share
bevel borders. Fig. 1 shows the two classes of the example. The example is derived
from the corresponding classes in Java’s javax.swing package. More complex
examples are possible, but this example suffices to illustrate our approach.

The example is written in a simple class-based object-oriented Java-like lan-
guage. For convenience, we will assume that our examples behave according to
the semantics of Java. However, this does not imply that the techniques that we
will describe cannot be applied to other object-oriented languages like C#.

A bevel border can either be lowered or raised. The type field in class BBorder
stores the type of the border. The factory class has two static fields (LOWERED
and RAISED) that represent the two types.

Factory methods handle request for specific objects. They ensure that only
one object is created for each value (or type). The getBBorder method in the
BorderFactory class is an example of a factory method; it returns BBorder
objects. The border factory class typically provides a factory method for each
available border type.

To enable object sharing, references to the existing instances of a class should
be maintained in a global object pool. In our example two static variables
(raised and lowered) are used to build such a pool; more complex examples
usually involve a hash table.

The constructor method of class BBorder is public. This is necessary because
the factory method must have access to it. However, this also implies that client
code is able to ignore the factory method by directly instantiating the class. That
is, the implementation does not effectively impose object sharing on clients.
This kind of situation is often accompanied by strong warnings in the class
documentation not to exploit this leak. We will show how creation guards can
repair this weak spot.



class BBorder {
private boolean type ;

public BBorder(boolean type) { this.type := type ; }
/* methods for drawing the border omitted */

}
class BorderFactory {
public static final boolean RAISED := true, LOWERED := false ;
private static BBorder raised, lowered ;

public static BBorder getBBorder(boolean type) {
if (type = RAISED) {
if (raised = null) { raised := new BBorder(RAISED) ; }
return raised ;

}
else {
if (lowered = null) { lowered := new BBorder(LOWERED) ; }
return lowered ;

}
}
/* fields and factory methods for other border types omitted */

}

Fig. 1. A class that represents bevel borders, and a factory class that maintains a
border pool.

In situations where a factory only controls one class, it is best to place the
factory method in the same class; the problem can then be avoided by declaring
the constructor to be private (see, e.g., class java.util.Currency in version 1.4
of the Java API). However, one still needs a way to check whether statements in
that class do not inadvertently falsify invariants by allocating new objects. Our
example addresses the more general situation where the factory method resides
in a different class.

The code of the factory class facilitates (but does not impose) an invariant
regarding BBorder objects: each object occurs in the object pool, and each bevel
border has a unique type. That situation is described by the following invariant.

(∀b : BBorder • b = lowered ∨ b = raised)
∧ lowered 6= null→ lowered.type = LOWERED
∧ raised 6= null→ raised.type = RAISED .

(BorderFactory.Inv)

(Here, and throughout this paper, we assume that quantification ranges over
allocated non-null objects.) We assign this invariant to class BorderFactory,
which makes it a static invariant. We will assume that static invariants are
invariants that belong to a class, and not to the instances of a particular class.

Non-static (object) invariants describe the representation of instances of a
class, and are allowed to refer to their receiver by means of this. The first part



of the above invariant could be rephrased as the object invariant

this = lowered ∨ this = raised .

However, this object invariant has the flaw that it makes the instances respon-
sible for assigning themselves to the proper location in the object pool. This is
impossible in our example due to the visibility restrictions. We will therefore
focus on static invariants in this paper.

Invariants reveal important design choices regarding a class that may justify
code optimizations. For example, if invariant (BorderFactory.Inv) holds, then
the following efficient implementation of the equals method is sufficient to check
if two instances of the class represent the same border type.

public boolean equals(Object obj) { return this = obj ; }

3 The Syntax of Invariants

In this section, we define the syntax of invariants, and describe a syntactical
criterion for determining whether invariants are falsifiable by the creation of
new objects of a particular class. This criterion will later be used to determine
which invariants are admissible.

We will assume that invariants are expressed in terms of the expressions of
the underlying (Java-like) programming language. That is, they should be based
on the following set of expressions:

e ∈ Expr ::= undefined | null | C.x | z | e.f | (C)e | e ? e : e | e = e

| type(e) | e instanceof C | op(e1, . . . , en)

The keyword undefined denotes the value of expressions whose values would
normally be undefined because they result in an exception. For example, it would
have the same value as the expression e.f if e were equal to null (where e.f
denotes the value of field f of object e). We will assume that x is a static
variable declared in class C, whereas z always denotes a logical variable. By
type(e) we denote the dynamic (allocated) type of object e. Finally, op denotes
an arbitrary operator on elements of a primitive type. The meaning of other
expressions should be clear.

Invariants are simply formulas over the set of expressions that we have defined
above:

I ∈ Inv ::= e | ¬I | I ∧ I | (∀z : t • I)

A formula (∀z : C • I) means that I holds for all existing objects of (each
subclass of) class C. The type t is either a primitive type or a class name; we
usually omit it if it is clear from the context. Invariants are not allowed to have
unbound occurrences of logical variables. The standard abbreviations like I1∨I2

for ¬(¬I1 ∧ ¬I2) and (∃z • I) for ¬(∀z • ¬I) are valid.
The formal semantics of the introduced set of formulas is fairly standard (see,

e.g., [15]).



3.1 Invariants, Object Allocation and Quantification

The static invariant of class BorderFactory (BorderFactory.Inv) is an ex-
ample of an invariant that is falsifiable by object creation. It is clear that
(BorderFactory.Inv) is falsified by the allocation of a new instance of class
BBorder whenever the static variables raised and lowered already reference
existing objects.

In general, we will use a weakest precondition operation of object allocation
to check whether invariants are falsifiable by object allocation. Let [newC/u]
denote the weakest precondition of the allocation of a new instance of class C,
and its assignment to a fresh local variable u that temporarily stores a reference
to the object. (The weakest precondition operation of object allocation has to
take the change scope of quantifiers into account. A formal definition of the
operation can be found in previous work of the first and third authors [15].)

The operation does not model the execution of a constructor method. It
merely models the effect of the heap extension that is caused by the alloca-
tion of a new object, which is the first effect of the execution of a statement
new C(e1, . . . , en) in Java [7]. Whether the constructor method preserves the
invariant should be checked in the constructor method itself.

The following theorem describes the correspondence between falsifiability by
object creation of an invariant and the validity of a formula.

Theorem 1. An invariant I is falsifiable by the allocation of a new instance of
class C if I → (I[newC/u]) does not hold.

It follows from the assumption that [newC/u] computes the weakest precon-
dition of the allocation of a new instance of class C [15].

In most cases one can also directly deduce from the syntax of an invariant
that it cannot be falsified by the allocation of a new instance. The following
result states that only invariants that quantify over a domain that includes the
new object may be falsified by its allocation.

Theorem 2. If an invariant I has no subformula of the form (∀z : C • I ′), for
some superclass C of class D, then it cannot be falsified by the allocation of a
new instance of class D.

We assume here that each class is also a sub- or superclass of itself. Invariants
that have a subformula of the form (∃z : C • I) may also be falsifiable by object
creation (recall that a formula of the form (∃z • I) abbreviates the formula
¬(∀z • ¬I)). The result can be proved by structural induction on the invariants
using Theorem 1. Note that the implication is not valid in the opposite direction.

4 The Boogie Approach to Invariants

Invariants are commonly expected to hold in all ‘visible’ states. This implies
that the invariants must hold every time control leaves a method of a class [9,



10]. The Boogie approach to invariants [1, 11] weakens this restriction while still
preventing scenarios in which one wrongfully assumes that an invariant holds.

For this purpose, an auxiliary field inv is introduced to signal which invari-
ants hold for a particular object. Its value is always a superclass of the dynamic
type of an object. The methodology ensures that if the value of the inv field
of an object is class C, then the object satisfies all object invariants declared
in superclasses of C (including the invariant in class C). The following system
invariant (for each class C) formally describes the relation between this field and
the object invariant InvC of class C.

(∀o : C • o.inv ¹ C → (InvC [o/this]) (1)

Here, ¹ denotes the reflexive and transitive subclass-relation, and [o/this] is
the capture-avoiding substitution of this by o.

The default value of field inv is the root class Object, which implies that the
object invariant of this class must hold for each fresh object. The value of the
inv is controlled by two special statements, pack and unpack, which are defined
as follows for a class D with immediate superclass C.

pack e as D ≡
assert e 6= undefined ∧ e 6= null ∧ e.inv = C ∧ (InvD[e/this]) ;
e.inv := D ;

unpack e from D ≡
assert e 6= undefined ∧ e 6= null ∧ e.inv = D ;
e.inv := C ;

The formulas that follow the assert keyword should be seen as preconditions
for these statements. The program logic in which they are used should guarantee
that they hold whenever these statements are executed (e.g., by adding them to
the weakest preconditions of these statements). A runtime assertion checker can
simply check if the assertion holds upon reaching the statement.

These statements enable a discipline whereby each object is sufficiently un-
packed before its fields may be modified. This can be achieved by placing the
additional precondition e.inv 6¹ C on all field assignments of the form e.f := e′,
where C is the class in which field f is declared.

The above mentioned discipline suffices for object invariants that only de-
pend on the fields of their receiver. Other invariants can be allowed by using
ownership [4] in order to extend the range of invariants to objects beyond of the
original object, to owned objects and objects with the same owner [1, 11].

The Boogie approach to invariants can also be used to handle static invari-
ants. For this purpose, we assign to each class an auxiliary boolean field stable
that indicates whether the class is stable, i.e., whether its static invariant holds.
Assignments to static fields of a class will only be allowed if it is unpacked. A
class is unpacked if its stable field has the value false. The following statements
control this field.



pack class C ≡ assert C.Inv ; C.stable := true ;
unpack class C ≡ C.stable := false ;

Thus we maintain the following system invariant, for each class C.

C.stable→ C.Inv (2)

4.1 The Friendship System

Barnett and Naumann [2, 13] extended the set of admissible invariants by al-
lowing object invariants to depend on fields of unowned (shared) objects. The
classes of these objects are called friend classes. Translated to our setting, this
allows the invariant of the factory class to depend on instance fields of objects
of (friend) class BBorder. Note that BorderFactory.Inv depends on field type
declared in class BBorder. We will describe in this section how their proposal
can be applied to static invariants.

Their friendship system uses update guards to describe permitted updates to
shared fields. An update is permitted if it occurs in a state in which the guards
of the field hold, or if the factory class is unpacked. We will use the following
syntax to declare an update guard U in class C for an instance field f of class
C.

static guard U guards f for F ;

The keyword static indicates that the guard protects a static invariant; the
guard U protects the static invariant of class F against updates of field f of
C-objects that would falsify F ’s invariant. The guard itself should be a valid
formula that does not mention fields that are invisible to clients of the class. It
may additionally refer to two keywords: this denotes the object whose field is
modified, and val denotes the value that is assigned to the field. A field may
have several update guards.

A static invariant F.Inv that depends on a field f of some other class C is
only allowed if it is sufficiently protected by the update guard of that field. An
update guard U for field f protects the static invariant of class F if

F.Inv ∧ U → (F.Inv [val/this.f ]) (3)

holds. By [val/this.f ] we denote the weakest precondition operation of the
assignment this.f := val (see, e.g., [15]).

As mentioned above, updates to guarded fields are only allowed in states in
which either the guards hold or in which the class of the invariant is unpacked.
This is checked by giving each assignment of the form e.f := e′ the (additional)
precondition ¬F.stable ∨ (U [e, e′/this, val]). Here [e, e′/this, val] is the si-
multaneous substitution of this by e, and val by e′. Thus we ensure that all
updates to this field maintain (2).

Note that guards are always placed in the class in which the field is declared.
This is necessary in a modular proof system. It ensures that a proof of correctness



for a method cannot be falsified by adding additional classes that declare new
guards for arbitrary fields of other classes.

We can also use this mechanism to allow static invariants that depend on
static variables declared in other classes. A guard declaration

static guard U guards x for F ;

protects the static invariant of class F against updates of static variable C.x in
states in which the guard does not hold. The keyword this does not make sense
in update guards of static fields and is therefore not permitted.

One can check whether an update guard U for a static field C.x protects the
invariant by replacing [val/this.f ] in (3) by the weakest precondition operation
[val/C.x] of the assignment C.x := val. An assignment C.x := e is only allowed
in states in which ¬F.stable ∨ (U [e/val]) holds.

In the following section we introduce creation guards in order to enable static
invariants that are falsifiable by object creation. The definition of the set of
admissible static invariants will therefore also be deferred to that section.

5 Creation Guards

Theorem 2 states that only invariants that quantify over a domain that includes
new objects can be falsified by object creation. It would therefore be safe to
allow static invariants to quantify over the instances of the class in which they
are declared if that class has only private constructors. Thus creation of instances
of the class would be restricted to methods of the class, and it would suffice to
check that the methods of the class ensure that the invariant holds in all visible
states.

However, as we have argued in Sect. 2, it is often not the case that the factory
methods are part of the same class. Moreover, we often find protected or even
public constructors for shareable objects. We will use creation guards to grant
the class of the factory method the right to quantify over shared objects. A
creation guard for some class C is a formula that should hold in each state in
which a new object of class C is allocated.

Let F be the class that contains the factory method(s) for objects of class
C. Class C can protect the static invariant of its factory class by declaring a
creation guard. Such a declaration could have the following form.

static creation guard G for F ;

The creation guard G is an arbitrary formula over the part of the program state
that is visible to clients; it should not reveal hidden implementation details of
class C.

The most commonly used creation guard is false. This creation guard seems
to prohibit creation of objects of class C, but that is not the case. The effect
of such a creation guard is that objects of that class can only be created if the
factory class is unpacked. That is, we require that ¬F.stable∨G holds prior to
the execution of each statement of the form new C().



The invariants that are enabled by a creation guard depend on the strength
of the guard. The only invariants that are allowed are those that cannot be
inadvertently falsified by the allocation of a new object as a consequence of
the creation guard. A creation guard G protects the static invariant F.Inv of a
factory class F against allocation of instances of class C if

F.Inv ∧G → (F.Inv [newC/u])

holds, where u is a fresh local variable. Only invariants that are protected by
guards in the above sense will be allowed to quantify over the shared objects.

5.1 Admissible Invariants

In this subsection, we briefly summarize the methodology that we have proposed
thus far. In particular, we give a precise definition of the set of admissible in-
variants that is supported by the guards that have been introduced up to now.
The definition avoids possible complications that may arise due to subclassing;
we discuss subclassing in Sect. 6.

Definition 1 (admissible invariant). A static invariant F.Inv is admissible
if the following conditions are met:

– each static variable C.x that occurs in F.Inv is syntactically distinct from
C.stable, and either belongs to class F (C ≡ F ), or class C has a static up-
date guard U for C.x and class F such that F.Inv ∧ U → (F.Inv [val/C.x]);

– each subformula of the form e.f concerns a field f that is syntactically dis-
tinct from inv, and the class C in which it has been declared has a static up-
date guard U for f and class F such that F.Inv ∧ U → (F.Inv [val/this.f ]);

– each subformula of the form (∀z : C•I) concerns a class C that has a creation
guard G for class F such that F.Inv ∧G → (F.Inv [newC/u]); moreover, class
C is either final, or has at least one private constructor, and no public or
protected constructors.

Note that quantification over the values of a primitive type is never a problem.
Such formulas are not falsifiable by object creation (as follows from Theorem 2).
The last clause ensures that the class over which the invariant quantifies has no
subclasses. Classes that have at least one private constructor, and no public or
protected constructors, cannot have subclasses in Java. Thus the quantification
domain of a formula in an invariant never includes instances of subclasses. This
prevents invariants from depending on the creation of such objects. We will
weaken this restriction in Sect. 6, where we address subclassing.

5.2 The Border Example Revisited

In this subsection we revisit the example described in Sect. 2. A proof outline of
the example classes can be found in Fig. 2. It shows what annotation is needed



class BBorder {
private boolean type ;

static creation guard false for BorderFactory ;
static guard false guards type for BorderFactory ;

requires ¬BorderFactory.stable ;
ensures this.type = type ;
public BBorder(boolean type) { this.type := type ; }
requires BorderFactory.stable ;
ensures result = (obj instanceof BBorder

&& ((BBorder)obj).type = this.type) ;
public boolean equals(Object obj) { return this = obj ; }

}
class BorderFactory {
public static final boolean RAISED := true, LOWERED := false ;
private static BBorder raised, lowered ;

static invariant (∀b : BBorder • b = raised ∨ b = lowered) ;
static invariant raised 6= null→ raised.type = RAISED ;
static invariant lowered 6= null→ lowered.type = LOWERED ;

requires stable ;
ensures result.type = type ∧ stable ;
public static BBorder getBBorder(boolean type) {
if (type = RAISED) {
if (raised = null) {
unpack class BorderFactory ;
assert type = RAISED ∧ raised = null ∧ (∀c : BBorder • c = lowered)
∧¬stable ∧ (lowered 6= null→ lowered.type = LOWERED) ;

raised := new BBorder(RAISED) ;
pack class BorderFactory ;

}
return raised ;

}
else {
if (lowered = null) {
unpack class BorderFactory ;
assert type = LOWERED ∧ lowered = null ∧ (∀c : BBorder • c = raised)
∧¬stable ∧ (raised 6= null→ raised.type = RAISED) ;

lowered := new BBorder(LOWERED) ;
pack class BorderFactory ;

}
return lowered ;

}
}

}

Fig. 2. A proof outline of the shared borders example.



to ensure that the required invariant is maintained, and how the invariant can
be used to guarantee that methods behave according to their specification.

The static invariant of class BorderFactory is introduced by the keywords
static and invariant on three succesive lines; the actual invariant is the con-
junction of its three parts. The first part of the invariant is protected by a
creation guard in class BBorder. However, the given invariant is only admissible
if the class BBorder would have been declared to be final; we will explain in
the following section why the invariant is also admissible without finalizing class
BBorder.

Note that the references to the static variables in the invariant do not require
update guards; a static invariant is always allowed to depend on static fields of
the class in which it is declared. The following two parts are protected by the
update guard for field type in the code of class BBorder.

The proof outline does not restrict the values of the static fields RAISED and
LOWERED with e.g., the invariant RAISED = true∧LOWERED = false. Instead, we
assume that the proof method replaces occurrences of these variables by their
initializer expressions, which would make the above invariant trivially true. This
preprocessing step corresponds to the way Java compilers handle final static
variables with initializer expressions that are compile-time constants [7, § 12.4.1].

The constructor method of class BBorder is listed with its precondition
(requires clause) and postcondition (ensures clause). It assigns to field type,
and must therefore require that the factory class is unpacked due to the update
guard of the field. Note that we assume that an occurrence of a parameter in a
postcondition denotes its value in the initial state.

The equals-method of class BBorder depends on the static invariant of
BorderFactory as signalled by its precondition. It uses the fact that the class
is packed and the system invariant (2) to prove its postcondition, which would
otherwise be too strong.

The factory method preserves the invariant of the class according to its spec-
ification. It temporarily unpacks the class if it has to allocate a new instance
of the class. For clarity, we have inserted assert statements that describe what
holds immediately after the class is unpacked. The invariant is restored in the
factory method by assigning the fresh object to the proper static variable after
completion of the constructor method.

6 Subclassing

The set of admissible invariants that we defined in Sect. 5.1 does not allow
quantification over a range that includes instances of subclasses. This may seem
a strong restriction, but it actually matches well with many variants of the
flyweight pattern that we found in the Java API. These sharing facilities do not
cater for subclasses because the creation statements in the factory methods fix
the classes of the objects in the pool.

However, it is not difficult to conceive a more flexible factory based on the
prototype pattern [6] that would not statically fix the class of its objects. Such



a factory method would have to be initialized with a prototype object. From
that point on, the factory method should clone the prototype object each time
a new object is required, thus ensuring that all objects have the same type. We
therefore investigate the use of creation guards in the presence of subclassing in
this section.

Assume that we have a static invariant in class F that quantifies over the
instances of class C. In closed programs, one can check for each subclass D of
C if its creation guards protect the invariant. However, this solution cannot be
applied if some of the (future) subclasses are unavailable. Therefore we will have
to rely on a system in which the creation guards of a subclass are restricted by
the creation guards of its superclass.

At first glance, one is tempted to think that it suffices to let subclasses inherit
the guards of their superclass, but that is not the case. Assume, for example, that
we have a static invariant (∀o : C •type(o) = C). This invariant is not falsifiable
by creation of instances of class C, so we could give class C the creation guard
true for this invariant. However, if class C has a subclass D, then we can easily
break the invariant by allocating an instance of class D. The inherited creation
guard does not prevent this scenario. The problem with this invariant is that it
depends on a property of objects that is not inherited by subclasses. Instances
of a subclass belong to a different class than instances of their superclass. The
type operator may be used to discriminate between objects that differ in this
sense, and should therefore not be allowed inside quantified formulas.

The instanceof operator and the cast operator are operations that also
depend on the class of the objects to which they are applied, but their second
operand (a class name) always reveals the criterion that is used. These operators
cannot discriminate between instances of that class and its subclasses, and may
therefore be used inside quantified formulas, provided that one checks whether
the creation guard of the second operand protects the invariant. This latter
restriction needs only be checked if the class occurs in a formula that quantifies
over the instances of some superclass of that class.

The above mentioned restrictions suffice to protect invariants provided that
creation guards are inherited by subclasses. A subclass may override a creation
guard that it inherits if the new creation guard is stronger than the inherited
guard. The above considerations lead to the following refinement of Def. 1.

Definition 2 (admissible invariant). A static invariant F.Inv is admissible
if the first two conditions of Def. 1 are met, and moreover, each subformula of
the form (∀z : C • I) of F.Inv concerns a class C with a creation guard G for
class F such that the implication F.Inv ∧G → (F.Inv [newC/u]) holds, and

– class C is either final, or has at least one private constructor, and no public
or protected constructors, or

– operator type does not occur in I, and each subclass D of class C that occurs
in I has a creation guard G′ for F such that F.Inv ∧G′ → (F.Inv [newD/u]).



7 Soundness

Soundness of our methodology means that system invariant (2) holds in each
reachable state of a properly annotated program in which all invariants are ad-
missible according to Def. 2. Our soundness proof presupposes a sound proof
system which ensures that the explicated preconditions of program statements
hold. We show that these preconditions suffice to ensure that the various state-
ments in the program maintain the system invariant.

A full soundness proof would require more space than is available to us here.
Fortunately, many details of the proof would correspond to similar steps in the
soundness proof of the friendship system [13]. The results that we prove below
cover the part of the proof that checks if object allocation preserves (2).

A program state 〈H, σ〉 consists of a heap H and a store σ (see [13, 15]). The
heap map objects to object states. The store σ is a map that assigns values to
all local, static, and logical variables. A state 〈H,σ〉 is valid if H and σ have no
dangling references, i.e., if their range does not include objects that do not exist
in H. By val(e)(〈H,σ〉) we denote the value of expression e in state 〈H, σ〉. The
validity of an invariant I in a state 〈H, σ〉 is written 〈H, σ〉 |= I.

A statement new C(e1, . . . , en) first allocates a new instance of class C, and
then initializes the object by calling the corresponding constructor method with
parameters e1 to en [7]. For simplicity, we assume that parameter evaluation
has no side effects. The methodology must ensure that the system invariant is
maintained by the allocation to prevent scenarios in which the specifier of the
constructor method wrongfully assumes that the invariant holds. We will denote
the heap that results from the allocation of a new instance of some class C in H
by HC . The fields of the new object have their default values after allocation.

The following definitions play an important role in the proof. Let classes(I)
denote the least set such that C ∈ classes(I) whenever invariant I has a subfor-
mula (∀z : C • I ′), or a subexpression of the form (C)e or e instanceof C. By
the most specific superclass of a class D in an invariant I we mean the most spe-
cific superclass C of D such that C ∈ classes(I), if any. Formally, C ∈ classes(I)
is the most specific superclass of D in invariant I if D ¹ C, and there exists no
other class E ∈ classes(I) such that D ¹ E ¹ C.

The following lemma shows that allocation of an instance of an arbitrary
subclass has the same effect on an invariant as the allocation of an object of its
most specific superclass.

Lemma 1 (equality formulas). Let I be a formula in which the type operator
does not occur. Let class C be a superclass of class D such that C is the most
specific superclass of D in I if it exists. Let H and σ be a heap and a store such
that 〈HC , σ〉 is a proper state. We assume that the identity of the new object
does not depend on its class. Then 〈HD, σ〉 |= I ⇔ 〈HC , σ〉 |= I.

Proof. By structural induction on I. The base case requires us to prove that
val(e)(〈HD, σ〉) = val(e)(〈HC , σ〉) for any expression e in which the type operator
does not occur.



The main result of this section implies that any admissible invariant cannot
be falsified by object allocation in a state in which all relevant creation guards
hold. It is necessary to prove a slightly stronger result to be able to prove the
claim by structural induction.

Lemma 2 (immutability invariants). Let C.Inv be an admissible invariant
according to the additional requirements stated in Def. 2 (i.e., without the re-
quirements of Def. 1 concerning update guards). Let D be an arbitrary class.
Let 〈H,σ〉 be a state such that 〈H,σ〉 |= C.Inv, and moreover, for each creation
guard G declared in some class E ∈ classes(C.Inv) that protects friend class C
we have 〈H, σ〉 |= G. Then 〈HD, σ〉 |= C.Inv.

Proof. By structural induction on I. We first prove for the base case that
val(e)(〈HD, σ〉) = val(e)(〈H, σ〉) by structural induction on e.

The most interesting case of the lemma concerns an invariant C.Inv such that
C.Inv ≡ (∀z : E•I) for some class E such that D ¹ E. Let S be the most specific
superclass of D in C.Inv . Note that S exists because E is already a valid candi-
date. We have by Def. 2 that C.Inv ∧G → (C.Inv [newS/u]), where G is the cre-
ation guard declared in class S for friend class C. From 〈H, σ〉 |= C.Inv [newS/u]
follows by the definition of the weakest precondition that 〈HS , σ〉 |= C.Inv . The
required validity of 〈HD, σ〉 |= C.Inv then follows from Lemma 1.

8 Related Work

The problem of maintaining invariants that are falsifiable by object creation
has not been studied before. This is somewhat surprising because it is quite
common to allow quantification in program annotations, and quantification is
the (potential) source of the issue.

Calcagno et al. [3] studied the consequences of garbage collection (object
deallocation) on program specifications. They rightly pointed out that certain
formulas that are similar to the set of invariants that we studied are vulnerable
to object deallocation. Their remedy is to weaken the semantics of quantification
such that non-existing objects are also included. However, the invariants that
we studied are not valid in their semantics. Consequently, one has no means
to prove the correctness of method specifications that rely on such invariants.
It is more common to ignore garbage collection in the semantics of garbage-
collected languages without pointer arithmetics such as Java and C#. Note
that our example invariants are invulnerable to garbage collection because the
references retained by each factory ensure that the objects are always reachable.

The Boogie approach to invariants was initially designed to handle reentrant
calls to objects that are not in a stable state [1]. Several later extensions showed
that the initial extended state approach could be stretched to cope with other
object-oriented specification patterns. In this paper, we have focussed on the use
of creation guards, and have therefore ignored some of the orthogonal extensions
such as the use of ownership.



Leino and Müller [11] proposed a new ownership model to support object
invariants that depend on fields of owned objects that are not statically reachable
from their owner, which allows, e.g., the invariant of a List object to depend on
the fields of all the Node objects in its representation. They later also explored
the use of ownership in static invariants [12]. However, quantification over owned
objects is too weak to fully express the properties obtained by factory methods.
They also explore quantification over packed objects, which turns out to be
difficult to handle in a general way [12].

Barnett and Naumann [2] introduced update guards to protect object invari-
ants that depend on fields of friend objects. They show how the set of friends
can be managed using auxiliary state. Their friendship system protects invari-
ants over shared state in circumstances where the ownership relation would be
too rigid. They give a semantical characterization of the set of admissible in-
variants that rules out invariants that can be invalidated by object creation. An
elaborate soundness proof of the system appeared in a companion paper [13].

The Java specification language JML [10] defines static invariants in terms
of visible states. Such a definition seems incompatible with invariants that are
falsifiable by object creation, because objects can be created in every state.

The preliminary version [14] of this paper does not contain a precise definition
of the set of admissible invariants, and it also does not address subclassing and
the soundness of our proposal.

9 Conclusions

Object sharing is an important technique to overcome some of the potential
resource demands and speed limitations of object-oriented programs. This is
witnessed by the amount of examples of patterns that manage object allocation
that we found in the Java API. However, as we have shown in this paper, the
invariants that describe pools of shared objects are falsifiable by object alloca-
tion. The singleton pattern [6] is another example of a pattern that leads to an
invariant that is falsifiable by object creation [14].

The main contribution of this paper is a sound and modular methodology
for static invariants which could be falsified by both states updates and object
allocation. We introduced creation guards to maintain such invariants. The ex-
amples that we studied are best described using static invariants, but creation
guards can also be used to protect object invariants.

The invariant methodology can be applied in both a static-checking and in
a full program verification context. It also seems useful to check creation guards
using a runtime assertion checker. The methodology is not tied to a specific
program logic, although we have partly expressed it in terms of our previous
work on program logics for object-oriented programs. The formulas that use the
weakest precondition operation for object allocation can be rephrased in terms
of the semantics of object allocation. We employed a syntactical description to
be more specific about the set of admissible invariants.



We have implemented the invariant methodology in a successor of the tool
described in [5] that computes the proof obligations of proof outlines of sequential
Java programs. Future work includes a study of the use of creation guards in a
concurrent setting.
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